As the work for managing a whole LAN effectively without limited purposes, there are works of Policy-based network management (PBNM). The existing PBNM is defined in some organizations including the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF). However, it has structural problems. For example, communications sent from many clients concentrate on a communication control mechanism called PEP (Policy Enforcement Point). To improve the problems, we have been studying next generation PBNM called Destination Addressing Control System (DACS) Scheme. The DACS Scheme controls the whole LAN through communication control by the client software as PEP which locates on a client computer. We have been studied on the aspect of principle until now. In this research, we implement a DACS system to realize a concept of the DACS Scheme, and show implement method and results of functional experiments.
INTRODUCTION
In enterprise computer networks, because network policies and security policies are well defined and are observed forcibly, network management is relatively easy. On the other hand, in campus-like computer networks, network management is quite complicated. Because a computer management section manages only a part of the campus network, there are some user support problems. For example, when mail boxes on one server are divided and relocated to some different servers by a system change, it is necessary for some users to update client's setups. Most of users in campus computer networks are students. Because students do not check frequently their e-mail, it is hard work to make all students aware of necessity of settings update. As the result, because some users inquire for the cause that they cannot connect to a mail server, a system administrator must cope with it. For the system administrator, individual user support is a stiff part of the network management.
As the works on network management, various kind of works such as the server load distribution technology [1] [2] [3] , VPN (Virtual Private Network) [4] [5] are listed. However, these works are performed forward the different goal, and don't have the purpose of effective management for a whole LAN. As the work for managing the whole net-work, works on Opengate [6] [7] are listed. This is a kind of Policy-based network management (PBNM). Frameworks of PBNM are de-fined in various organizations such as Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) and Distributed Management Task Force (DMTF). However, the PBNM has some structural problems. First problem is communication concentration on a communication control mechanism called PEP (Policy Enforcement Point).
Second problem is the necessity of the network updating at the time of introducing the PBNM into LAN. Moreover, third problem is that it is often difficult for the PBNM to improve the user support problems in campus-like computer networks explained above.
To improve these problems of the PBNM, we show a next generation PBNM, which overcomes these problems and has the function which does not exist in the existing PBNM. We call it Destination Addressing Control System (DACS) Scheme. As the works of DACS Scheme, we showed the basic principle of the DACS Scheme [20] , and security function [21] . In addition, we showed new user support realized by use of the DACS Scheme [22] . The past works of the DACS Scheme's mechanism are theoretical researches, and only functional experiments to prove the possibility were performed. In this research, we implement a DACS System to realize a concept of the DACS Scheme, and experiment in the movement of the DACS System [23] .
The rest of paper is organized as follows. Section 2 shows past works of the network management including the existing PBNM. In section 3, we describe the mechanisms and effectiveness of the DACS scheme. In section 4, the implement method and movement experiment of the DACS System are shown. Then, conclusions of the work are presented in section 5.
Motivation and Related Works
As the works on existing network management, various works such as authentication [24] [25], the server load distribution technology [1] [2] [3] , VPN [4] [5] and quarantine network [26] [27] are listed. However, these works are performed forward the different goal. Realization of effective management for a whole LAN is not a purpose. These works are performed for the specific purpose, and don't have the purpose of managing a whole LAN. As the work for managing a whole LAN, there is the work of Opengate [6] [7] which controls Web accesses from LAN to internet. This work is a kind of PBNM. In PBNM, the whole LAN is managed through various kinds of communication controls such as access control and Quality of Service (QOS) control, communication encryption. The principle of PBNM is described in Figure 1 . To be concrete, in the point called PDP (Policy Decision Point), judgment such as permission and non-permission for communication pass is performed based on policy information. The judgment is notified and transmitted to the point called the PEP which is the mechanism such as VPN mechanism, router and firewall located on the network path between servers and clients. Based on that judgment, the control is added for the communication that is going to pass by.
Figure 1 PBNM in IETF
The PBNM's standardization is performed in various organizations. In IETF, a framework of PBNM [8] was established. Standards about each element constituting this framework are as follows. As a model of control information stored in the server storing control information called Policy Repository, Policy Core Information model (PCIM) [9] was established. After it, PCMIe [10] was established by extending the PCIM. To describing them in the form of Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP), Policy Core LDAP Schema (PCLS) [11] was established. As a protocol to distribute the control information stored in Policy Repository or decision result from the PDP to the PEP, Common Open Policy Service (COPS) [12] was established. Based on the difference in distribution method, COPS usage for RSVP (COPS-RSVP) [13] and COPS usage for Provisioning (COPS-PR) [14] were established. RSVP is an abbreviation for Resource Reservation Protocol. The COPS-RSVP is the method as follows. After the PEP having detected the communication from a user or a client application, the PDP makes a judgmental decision for it. The decision is sent and applied to the PEP, and the PEP adds the control to it. The COPS-PR is the method of distributing the control information or decision result to the PEP before accepting the communication.
Next, in DMTF, a framework of PBNM called Directoryenabled Network (DEN) was established. Like the IETF framework, control information is stored in the server storing control information called Policy Server which is built by using the directory service such as LDAP [15] , and is distributed to network servers and networking equipment such as switch and router. As the result, the whole LAN is managed. The model of control information used in DEN is called Common Information Model (CIM), the schema of the CIM（CIM Schema Version 2.30.0） [16] was opened. The CIM was extended to support the DEN [17] , and was incorporated in the framework of DEN.
In addition, Resource and Admission Control Subsystem (RACS) [18] However, all the frameworks explained above are based on the principle shown in Figure 1 . As problems of these frameworks, two points are presented as follows.
(1)Communications sent from many clients are controlled by the PEP located on the network path. Processing load on the PEP becomes very heavy.
(2)The PEP needs to be located between network servers and clients. Depending on the network system configuration, updating for adding the PEP is needed.
3. Contents of the DACS Scheme 3.1 Basic Principle of the DACS Scheme Figure 2 shows the basic principle of the network services by the DACS Scheme. At the timing of the (a) or (b) as shown in the following, the DACS rules (rules defined by the user unit) are distributed from the DACS Server to the DACS Client.
(a) At the time of a user logging in the client.
(b) At the time of a delivery indication from the system administrator.
According to the distributed DACS rules, the DACS Client performs (1) or (2) operation as shown in the following. Then, communication control of the client is performed for every login user.
(1) Destination information on IP Packet, which is sent from application program, is changed.
(2) IP Packet from the client, which is sent from the application pro-gram to the outside of the client, is blocked.
Figure 2 Basic Principle of the DACS Scheme
An example of the case (1) is shown in Figure 2 . In Figure 2 , the system administrator can distribute a communication of the login user to the specified server among servers A, B or C. Moreover, the case (2) is described. For example, when the system administrator wants to forbid an user to use MUA (Mail User Agent), it will be performed by blocking IP Packet with the specific destination information.
Figure 3 Layer Setting of the DACS Scheme
In order to realize the DACS Scheme, the operation is done by a DACS Protocol as shown in Figure 3 . As shown by (1) in Figure  3 , the distribution of the DACS rules is performed on communication between the DACS Server and the DACS Client, which is arranged at the application layer. The application of the DACS rules to the DACS Control is shown by (2) in Figure 3 . The steady communication control, such as a modification of the destination information or the communication blocking is performed at the network layer as shown by (3) in Figure 3 .
Communication Control on Client
The communication control on every user was given. However, it may be better to perform communication control on every client instead of every user. For example, it is the case where many and unspecified users use a computer room, which is controlled. In this section, the method of communication control on every client is described, and the coexistence method with the communication control on every user is considered.
When a user logs in to a client, the IP address of the client is trans-mitted to the DACS Server from the DACS Client. Then, if the DACS rules corresponding to IP address, is registered into the DACS Server side, it is transmitted to the DACS Client. Then, communication control for every client can be realized by applying to the DACS Control. In this case, it is a premise that a client uses a fixed IP address. However, when using DHCP service, it is possible to carry out the same control to all the clients linked to the whole network or its subnetwork for example.
When using communication control on every user and every client, communication control may conflict. In that case, a priority needs to be given. The judgment is performed in the DACS Server side as shown in Figure 4 . Although not necessarily stipulated, the network policy or security policy exists in the organization such as a university (1). The priority is decided according to the policy (2). In (a), priority is given for the user's rule to control communication by the user unit. In (b), priority is given for the client's rule to control communication by the client unit. In (c), the user's rule is the same as the client's rule. As the result of comparing the conflict rules, one rule is determined respectively. Those rules and other rules not overlapping are gathered, and the DACS rules are created (3). The DACS rules are transmitted to the DACS Client. In the DACS Client side, the DACS rules are applied to the DACS Control. The difference between the user's rule and the client's rule is not distinguished. Figure 4 Creating the DACS rules in the DACS Server side
Security Mechanism of the DACS Scheme
In this section, the security function of the DACS Scheme is described. The communication is tunneled and encrypted by use of SSH. By using the function of port forwarding of SSH, it is realized to tunnel and encrypt the communication between the network server and the client which DACS Client is installed in. Normally, to communicate from a client application to a network server by using the function of port forwarding of SSH, local host (127.0.0.1) needs to be indicated on that client application as a communicating server. The transparent use of a client, which is a characteristic of the DACS Scheme, is failed. The transparent use of a client means that a client can be used continuously without changing setups when the network system is updated. The function which doesn't fail the transparent use of a client is needed. The mechanism of that function is shown in Figure 5 .
Figure 5 Extend Security Function
The changed point on network server side is shown as follows in comparison with the existing DACS Scheme. SSH Server is located and activated, and communication except SSH is blocked. In Figure 5 , the DACS rules are sent from the DACS Server to the DACS Client (a). By the DACS Client which accepts the DACS rules, the DACS rules are applied to the DACS Control in the DACS Client (b). The movement to here is Figure 6 Process introducing the DACS Scheme
When the DACS Scheme is not introduced, notification for changing setups is sent to a user in a laboratory (2) after updating the network system (1). It is sent by E-mail and a homepage or a document. The user who accepts that notification updates a client's setups (3). If there is no problem in changing setups of the client, it is enabled to start the operating (4). When it is not possible to update setups by some causes, the user inquires to the network management section (5). In the network section, investigation by hearing comprehension for the user or investigation in the field is done (6) . If a cause is specified, the coping way are considered, and carried out (7). It is a burden for a system administrator to support each user for every inquiry. When the DACS Scheme is introduced, a system administrator has only to change the DACS rules (8) at the time of updating the network system. After changing the DACS rules, communication control corresponding to new network system is started at a point in time when the user logs in to a client again (4) . Because the system administrator with understanding the policy for using a laboratory network sets the DACS rules, a trouble by a cause except an artificial factor such as missing setups of the DACS rules does not occur. This process of user support is largely simplified in comparison with the process of user support by the Non-DACS Scheme.
(b) Effective Coping with Annoying Communication by the DACS Scheme
To cope with the communication from a virus infection client and the communication with annoyance to other user such as streaming of moving and sound [28] , a system administrator needs to specify which user or client is transmitting the communication to. For example, when there is a direct cause in the client itself such as virus infection, the client must be specified. A user must be specified, when there is a direct cause in user oneself. When the IP address is managed dynamically by DHCP service, much time and effort is spent to specify the client or user. The coping process for annoying communication is described as shown in Figure 7 and explained with an example of the user support for a laboratory. . To here, it is the same thing when the DACS Scheme is introduced or not introduced. When the DACS Scheme is not introduced, the process of user support is described in the following. Under using DHCP Service, if a whole LAN is divided into multiple subnetworks, and each subnetwork is assigned to each laboratory, a system administrator can manage scope of the IP address used in a laboratory. If not so, the system administrator cannot manage it. In the case of the former, the IP address is notified to the laboratory (3), and the client transmitting the communication is specified (4). In the laboratory, because it is impossible to manage which client uses which IP address, the client is specified after investigating the network setups information of each client. It takes trouble very much. In the case of the latter, it is difficult to specify the client. This is because the system administrator cannot know the laboratory using the IP address. Even if the system administrator can know it, because it is needed to investigate the network setups information of each client, it takes trouble very much. After the client is specified, the user of the laboratory contacts a network management section (5). In the situation that a laboratory cooperates with a network management section, the cause specification of annoying communication and coping with it are done (6). On the other hand, when the DACS Scheme is introduced, source IP address of the annoying communication needs to be acquired (2) to specify the client first. When a user needs to be specified, a user name is specified from the IP address (7). When a user has a direct cause such as streaming of the moving picture and the sound, the message to notify abnormality is transmitted to the IP address of the client which a user logs in. If a client has a direct cause such as infection by virus, the message to notify abnormality is transmitted to the IP address of the client. The message is displayed in the screen of the client. At the same time, the used port by annoying communication is blocked (8) .
The user sees the message of the screen, and contacts the network management section (5). In the situation that a laboratory cooperates with a network management section, specification of annoying communication and coping with it are done (6) . It is shown that the DACS Scheme is effective at the following two points. The first point is that the client which transmits annoying communication is specified simply. The client which has a problem is specified by seeing the message of a screen at a glance. The second point is shown as follows.
Because the influence to others is prevented by blocking a communication port of the client, time margin for the cause specification of annoying communication and the coping with it is generated effectively. When the urgent degree such as virus infection is high, the DACS Scheme is particularly effective.
Implementation Method of the DACS Scheme 4.1 Change from the Existing DACS Scheme
As movements of the existing DACS Scheme, there are three phases as follows. 
(Phase 1) Sending/ Receiving of DACS rules
In Figure 8 , processes of phase 1 are described. When a user logs in to a client, the IP address and user name are sent from the DACS Client to the DACS Server (1) and, the DACS rules corresponding to them are extracting from database (2). Then, they are returned from the DACS Server to the DACS Client and applied to the DACS Control and the DACS SControl on the side of the DACS Client (3).
(Phase 2-a) Application of DACS rules
In Figure 9 , processes of phase 2 are described. After the DACS rules are changed, the system administrator indicates distribution w w w . i j c t o n l i n e . c o m of the DACS rules (1). Then, the DACS rules are extracting (2) and sent to the DACS Client and are applied to the DACS Control and the DACS SControl (3).
Figure 9 Processes of Phase 2 (Phase 2-b) Checking of DACS Client's status
Before process (3) of Phase 2-a in Figure 9 , it is checked from the DACS Server side whether the DACS Client on the clients which has been distributed on the network starts.
In the existing DACS Scheme described above, there were some problems to introduce it to a real network. Here, the problems and solution for them are drawn as follows.
(Problem 1) Communication interception by a filtering mechanism at the time of message exchange
When the DACS rules are changed on the way of the operation, the DACS rules are sent and applied to the DACS Client by the system administrator's indication. However, when there is a packet filtering mechanism such as Firewall on the network to intercept the port that is used at the processing of Phase 2-b, the processing of Phase 2-b does not go well. In addition, when a personal firewall is activate on the client itself, the processing of Phase 2-b does not go well. Therefore, it was changed so that DASC rules were sent form the DACS Server to the DACS Client and were applied to the DACS Client whenever the communication was sent form the client application. That is, after the DACS Client detects the communication sent form the client application, processes in Figure 8 is performed. After it, the communication is sent to the outside of the client. Because the process (1) of phase 1 is freely performed as long as it is not intercepted by a clear intention, the acceptance of the updated DACS rules by process (3) of phase 1 is guaranteed. Therefore, this method is appropriate for the DACS Scheme. Though the communications forward the DACS Server to get the DACS rules concentrate by these changes, it can be prevented by using load balancing technology.
(Problem 2) Correspondence to the antivirus software on the client
On the client that is used in the real network, the antivirus software is always installed. However, some kinds of the software are used in the real network. This problem needs to be avoided by the system operation of distributing the setting file that the module name is described in. The module name is changed by the network administrator or the client's user. When the system administrator manages all the software in the network, the system administrator changes the module name in the setting file and distributes it. When the system administrator doesn't manage all the software in the network, the system administrator notifies the setting information to the user, and the user changes module name by oneself.
Besides the above problems, the following points were examined before implementation. (1) shows that DACS Server's IP address has a private IP address and each client has a private IP address, too. On the LAN, a pattern of (2) is impossible pairs normally. Usually, when the DACS Server has the private IP address, the client has the private one, too. When IP addresses are assigned in patterns of (1) and (3), (4), it is possible to control a whole LAN by using the DACS system without a problem in particular. (4) in (Point 1), it is examined in the range. In case of the pattern (1) and (3), because same kinds of IP addresses are set in the DACS Server and DACS Client, the processing mechanism of IP masquerade do not need to be set. In case of pattern (4), depending on constitution of the LAN, it is necessary. For example, constitution in Figure 11 is listed. This is a case of the direction of the IP masquerade processing in (b), and communications between DACS Sever and DACS Client is performed without a problem in particular. w w w . i j c t o n l i n e . c o m Figure 11 Example of constitution Then, because the IP masquerade is used to convert private IP address into global IP address, the direction of the IP masquerade processing in (a) does not need to be examined. Therefore, as far as a use range is limited to LAN, IP masquerade does not become the problem in particular.
(Point 3) Distribution of encryption key
The DACS system sends the VPN communications. Encryption key is distributed at the same time of distributing the DACS Client to a user. Because the DACS system is used in the LAN of the same organization, this point is no problem in range of this research.
Because point 2 and 3 needs to be solved at the time of applying the DACS system to the Internet, we think that it is a future work.
Specification of the Implementation
The characteristic of the DACS System's implementation is the coping processes at the time of conflicting the relation between communication control every user and communication control every client. At this point, by using algorithm shown in Figure 12 , the DACS System is implemented. First, as Action 1, the judgment 
Technical Points for the Implementation
In this section, technical characteristics of the implementation are explained. 
(c) Communication control on the client computer
In this study, the DACS Client working on windows XP was implemented. The functions of the destination NAT and packet filtering required as a part of the DACS Control were implemented by using Winsock2 SPI of Microsoft. As it is described in Figure 13 , Winsock2 SPI is a new layer which is created between the existing Winsock API and the layer under it. To be concrete, though connect() is performed when the client application accesses the server, the processes of destination NAT for the communication from the client application are built in WSP connect() which is called in connect(). In addition, though accept() is performed on the client when the communication to the client is accepted, the function of packet filtering is implemented in WSPaccept() which is called in accept(). 
Daemons for the DACS Server
In this section, implementation contents of DACS Server are explained. Figure 14 shows a frame format of the DACS Server. The DACS Server is comprised of a DASC daemon and search processes. The DACS daemon has the functions which receives the request from the DACS Client (1) and can execute the search processes as child process in parallel (2) by the DACS daemon according for each request form the DACS Client. Then, each search process receives the request data such as user name (3), and searches and extracts the DACS rules from the database by using the algorism in Figure 12 (4) . After it, the DACS rules are sent back to the DACS Client (5). In these processes, error messages are back to the DACS Client in the processes of Arrow of the dotted line in Figure 14 . Figure 15 System for the functional experiments By using this implementation system, functional experiments were performed. First, the function to change the destination of the network servers by using the destination NAT was confirmed. As it was shown in Figure 15 , the destination change to some Web servers was confirmed. When user A logged in to the client and inputted the URL X to the Web browser, the Web server A was accessed and the web page shown in Figure 16 was shown on the web browser. Figure 16 Display by the user A When user B logged in to the client and inputted same URL X to the Web browser, the Web server B was accessed and the web page shown in Figure 17 was shown on the web browser. When user C logged in to the client and inputted same URL X to the Web browser, Web server C was accessed and the web page different from user A and user B was shown on the web browser. 
Functional Experiments

